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            Scripture is filled with passages that encourage us to 

grow into higher levels of maturity. Maturity is hard to define. It 

encompasses things like experience, wisdom, restraint, clear 

vision, patience, confidence, and right action. I think one       

definition of maturity is the time it takes for a person to move 

from disappointment to right action. Said another way, maturity 

has to do with my ability to accept a painful and difficult circum-

stance and begin to move towards resolution. 

     I’m not sure if any of that makes sense, so 

I will try to explain. Several months ago I was 

out working on our family farm. We had a set 

of four to five hundred pound calves that I 

had to separate out from their mamas, load 

up into a trailer, and  move to the main   

barnyard for weaning. I will not bore you with the details; suffice 

to say it was a long, hot, muddy day. I’m not sure how many 

miles I had to walk, dancing with the cows in the corral to get 

those babies sorted off. I cannot now remember how many 

times I had to back the trailer up to get that thing square with 

the loading gate, or how many times a calf decided to change 

her mind and started backing down the ramp. It is days like this 

that make me want to go out and buy an electric prod! 

     I did finally get them all to the main barn. I secured the corral 
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and double checked all of the panels. I slept really well that 

night! 

     Early the next morning I got a phone call from a neigh-

bor.  “I’m not sure if you’re missing any, but there’s a bunch 

of big 500 pound calves just running down the road.”  

     It is hard to describe what happened inside me in that 

moment. My heart did more than sink; it deflated like a wet 

balloon. Surely they 

could not be ours? How 

could they have      

escaped? After a 20 

minute drive out to the 

farm my worst fears 

were realized.        

     Several of those calves had figured out how to go under 

the water access gate. In their desperation to find momma 

they swam their way to freedom! And sure enough, eight of 

them were wandering the countryside. That was a start of 

another very long day, in which I successfully was able to 

catch and return seven out of eight fugitives to the main 

barn. One of them actually made it through about four    

fences and all the way back to mama, and that little booger 

is still with momma right now.  :( 

Consider it pure joy, my brothers and          
sisters, whenever you face trials of many 

kinds, because you know that the testing of 
your faith produces perseverance.  Let        

perseverance finish its work so that you may 
be mature and complete, not lacking         

anything.  - James 1   

By Jon Wells 



 
By Logan Stark 

    Would you like to spend a night in a lion’s den? 
     This was the question I asked a chapel full of girls last month. Of course, a few 
of them raised their hands, even after just watching a short National Geographic 
clip of a pride of lions taking down a water buffalo. Personally, I wouldn’t want to 
spend a night with the lions; however, the protagonist in our chapel talk didn’t have 
that choice—Daniel. 
     Daniel is a Sunday school favorite, a man who spent a night in a lion’s den and 
was saved by God. Yet there is more to him than that. At a young age, Daniel was 
ripped away from his country. When the Babylonians invaded Judah, they took 
Daniel away as part of their loot. He was removed from his family, his friends, his 
country; they even took away his name—renaming him Belshazzar. I brought up 
the story of Daniel to these girls, hoping he would be relatable for them. These girls 
are living away from their friends, their families, and their homes. Yes, they have 
been separated for their own safety, but separation is still painful. 
      Nevertheless, even though Daniel lost almost everything, two things could not 
be stolen from him—his character, and his God. 
     Years later, when Daniel is an old man, his political adversaries devise a plan to 
get Daniel in trouble using the worship of his God. They trick King Darius to pass a 
law stating that anyone who does not worship the king for thirty days will be thrown 
into a den of lions. Yet Daniel, knowing this law, continued to pray like he always 
did. Knowing what it could cost him he had the courage to continue to live out his 
faith. Not out of spite or rebelliousness but because he had a genuine relationship 
with his God. 
     Of course, Daniel was caught and thrown into the lion’s den. Even though he 
was doing the right thing and worshipping the Almighty, God still allowed him to 
spend a night with the lions. God also closed the mouths of those lions and rescued 
Daniel from being eaten, but He didn’t prevent Daniel from spending a night with 
them. God allowed Daniel to still face the lions and endure his trial, just as He   
allows us today to face our lions and our trials, but never alone. Even though He 
allowed Daniel to face the lions, God was also in that den with him. 
      We ended the chapel talk with a clip from The Lion King, and a few of the girls 
rocked out to “Hakuna Matata” before Pastor Jon closed us out in prayer. Then, 
something pretty amazing happened.  
     As the girls were lining up to return to their cottage, one of them approached 
Pastor Jon and asked him, “Can I have a Bible?” I couldn’t believe it. 
     Just a few months ago, when I made a visit to their cottage and first met this girl, 
she freaked out when she found out that I was a chaplain and made it pretty clear 
that she would never go to church. Yet, this talk on Daniel was the second chapel 
which she had voluntarily attended, and she was now asking for a Bible. 
     God works in mysterious ways, from closing the mouths of lions to working on 
the hearts of girls. Who knows what will happen next in this girl’s journey, but I’m 
excited to watch and to see what God has in store for her. 
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When Daniel knew that the document had been signed, he went to his 
house where he had windows in his upper chamber open toward        

Jerusalem. He got down on his knees three times a day and prayed and 
gave thanks before his God, as he had done previously (Daniel 6:10). 



     After resolving that issue, I went about the business of 

completing some routine chores. At some point towards the 

end of that day I drove up to the hayfield and discovered that 

a different herd had pushed through a fence and was      

wandering around somewhere in the woods behind our farm. 

Where were they going? Who knows?  I took a deep breath, I 

got out of the truck. . .  

     Have you ever had a 

day like that? A day 

filled with problem after 

problem after problem, 

stacked so high that the challenges threaten to drive you to 

despair? Those days go from bad to worse and leave you 

asking yourself, what’s next? 

     Every day you and I tackle small problems. We face the 

normal little hurdles of life and we jump those hurdles as we 

have learned to do. Some days it seems that the road is 

nothing but hurdles. Every once in a while those little        

problems turn into big ones. 

     Last week our family buried Darla‘s mom. Donna was a 

beloved family member, prayer warrior, and a real close 

connection for me personally. At the funeral I challenged the 

family to grieve her loss well. Grieving this loss is a hurdle 

that looms over me, far too tall to leap in a single bound. My 

mother-in-law was a woman of great maturity; she lived with 

a depth of character forged in the pain of a long and difficult 

life. She knew well how to grieve; I am now trying to learn. 

     Sometimes our challenges come in waves of small     

frustrations. Sometimes they come in one fell swoop. Either 

way they can threaten to overwhelm us and leave us frozen 

in place. What are we to do? 

     I’ve often reflected on the fact that the kids that we work 

with in residential facilities are frequently just placed in these 

programs like fish in a holding tank. Society is just waiting for 

them to grow up. Our prison system seems to serve the 

same purpose. If this person will just grow up and settle 

down and start making more mature decisions, he could 

function in society like the rest of us. When we walk into a 

cottage, we might see a 16-year-old boy but what we are 

really looking at is a kid with an eight year old mentality, a six 

year old emotional regulation system, and the coping skills of 

a three-year-old. If you think about it, these kids do exactly what a four-

year-old would do when faced with frustration. A four-year-old will pick 

up his toy truck and throw it on the ground. But a 16-year-old boy is 

capable of throwing a whole lot more than a toy truck, and that is why 

he ends up in a residential program. Under the surface he is just a little 

kid, which is why we encounter him in a physical restraint screaming on 

the ground. In a lot of ways, the kids we are working with in these    

facilities just need to grow up. Then again, so do I. 

       Those runaway cows in the hayfield came gallop-

ing back to me when I called them, slinking through the 

gap in the fence like a bunch of disobedient kids. As I 

repaired the fence I reflected on the fact that a couple 

of days like this would have put me into a tailspin as a younger man. It 

would’ve been enough to make me throw my hands in the air and give 

up. I think the definition of maturity is the ability of a person to          

experience challenges, accept them, and then simply lean in and move 

towards solutions. Maturity is the distance between disappointment and 

action. Like an old gunnery sergeant who stands tall under fire and 

figures out how to direct his men, a mature person does not get mired 

in the fear and distress of a difficult moment. Mature people move   

towards solutions.  

      I would like to 

think that I am like 

the old gunnery 

sergeant who is 

unfazed by the 

most extreme 

assault. The truth is that there are younger parts of me that surface and 

all too often take charge of the moment. I am too quick to flash into 

anger, or cower in fear, or run away from the fight. I am all too easily 

overwhelmed. And I am not alone. As I look at the bickering and fool-

ishness that defines daily life in our world today, it seems evident that 

maturity is a rare commodity. Sadly, the church is often no exception. It 

is too frequently the case that believers look and act like a bunch of 

toddlers at the daycare, bickering over foolishness and unable to find 

resolution amongst themselves. I love the way that the apostle Paul 

expressed his view on conflict in the church. That old man had been 

marinated in pain and emerged on the other side as a mature person. 

At one point he addressed a possible doctrinal dispute this way: 
15 All of us, then, who are mature should take such a view of things. 

And if on some point you think differently, that too God will make clear 

to you.   -Philippians 3 

 When I was a child, I talked like a child, I 
thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. 
When I became a man, I put the ways of  
childhood behind me. - 1 Corinthians 13   

 So that we may no longer be children, tossed 
to and fro by the waves and carried about by 

every wind of doctrine, by human cunning,   
by craftiness in deceitful schemes. Rather,     

speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up 
in every way into him who is the head,         

into Christ.        —Ephesians 4  
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We are a not for profit, inter-denominational Christian ministry that seeks to address    
 the spiritual needs of children and teens who are living in psychiatric treatment centers 

throughout central Missouri. We are supported by the prayer and gifts of individuals and 
churches in our community. We work alongside many dedicated professionals including educators, therapists, doctors 

 and nurses, child care workers and so many more who strive to help these children who have been  
scarred by every form of abuse, abandonment, neglect, and harm.   
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     I love it! Paul basically says ‘Hey, if you had any maturity at all you would get it, but if you don’t, that’s OK. God 

will get you there eventually.’ You see, maturity includes the willingness to step into the fray. But a mature person 

also has the wisdom to know which fights need to be joined, and which ones are not my responsibility. A mature 

person understands really frustrating truths like I do not always need to win and not everything is about me. With 

a simple turn of the phrase, Paul freely gives away any claim to be a combatant or even a referee.  Instead, he 

surrenders his need to be right and entrusts God to resolve any complication. 

     Like these kids we serve, I am often reminded of my own need to develop a maturity of character that can 

weather the storms of life. If I cannot do this, I will get stuck circling the same repeating cul de sac of stupidity 

over and over. I have a sneaking suspicion that the trials we face are not going to fade or diminish as time goes 

on. Rather, it seems like the challenges are becoming more complex and inescapable. The price of failure is high. 

Our homes, our churches, and our communities demand mature believers who can navigate complex challenges 

with wisdom and grace.   

     Maturity is beautiful. All too often I am a three year old. God help us to grow up! 


